Expert legal psychological reports

The Netherlands Register of Court Experts (NRGD) is now open to legal psychologists. That inclusion spurred critical reflection on what an expert report in the legal psychological domain ideally should look like. Here, we briefly discuss the distinction between legal and forensic psychologists and explain what a legal psychologist can report on. Next, in the Appendix, we present the Legal Psychological Reporting Guidelines. The guidelines are based on a consensus meeting attended by Dutch legal psychologists, in which the scientific literature on biases and decision was explicitly taken into account. The guidelines represent a first step. It is our hope that they will help improve the quality and uniformity of the field of legal psychology.

Introduction
In many criminal cases, the court has to base its judgment almost exclusively on the statements of suspects, witnesses and alleged victims. In certain cases, the evidentiary value of these statements is not immediately apparent, for example because they contradict one another, because there are indications of fabrication or because questionable identification procedures have been conducted. Under such conditions, the court, the Public Prosecution Service or the defence may appoint a legal psychologist to provide expert advice. This advice can aid the court in arriving at a more precise judgment about the statements and the identification procedures.

The Netherlands Register of Court Experts (NRGD), a public list of certified experts, has been open to legal psychologists as of May 2017.1 That prompted us to critically reflect on the role of legal psychologists in criminal cases and on what an expert legal psychological report ideally should look like. In this article, we start by briefly explaining the difference between legal psychological and forensic psychological reports. We subsequently discuss the range of topics that an expert report of a legal psychologist may address. Finally, we present Legal Psychological Reporting Guidelines (Richtlijn Rechtspsychologische Rapportages) with a corresponding checklist that experts can use for future reports.

The difference between legal and forensic psychologists
The difference between legal and forensic psychology will not be apparent to every legal actor. Legal and forensic psychology do, however, concern different fields of expertise.2 Whereas legal psychological reports primarily contribute to matters of evidence (e.g., eyewitness testimony), forensic psychologists mainly focus on diagnosing possible mental problems of the suspect and the potential link between any psychological disorders the suspect may have and the alleged offense.3 In other words: legal psychologists help the court answer the question of whether the suspect has committed the crime (the first question in Article 350 of the Dutch Code of Criminal Procedure), whereas forensic psychologists help the court determine the degree of criminal responsibility and the punishment that best fits the perpetrator (the third and fourth questions in Article 350 of the Dutch Code of Criminal Procedure).4

What do legal psychologists report about?
The psychological subdisciplines on which legal psychologists can base their reports in criminal cases, range from basic cognitive psychology to social psychology. The NRGD’s assessment framework distinguishes between three subfields of legal psychology: (1) the validity of statements, (2) deception relevant to statements and (3) psychology of evidence and evidence-gathering.5 Below, we will briefly outline examples of topics that are typical for each subfield.

---

2. See also p. 8 of the Standards Legal Psychology (NRGD, 2017).
Legal psychologists can provide insight into the validity of statements made by those involved in criminal cases. The validity of a statement concerns the extent to which the statement corresponds to what actually transpired. There are three ways in which an expert can evaluate statements. First, the quality of the investigative interview should be a point of interest, for example by evaluating what instructions were provided prior to the interview and whether any leading questions were posed. Second, factors that may have affected the perception and the memory of the incident can be analysed, such as the lighting at the crime scene, the influence of alcohol, the delay between the crime and the interview, and conversations with third parties. Third, and related to the previous points, the expert can examine how the statements fit into different scenarios, in which alternative scenarios should be considered that are based on elements of the case file. One example of an alternative scenario could be that a statement about sexual abuse was significantly influenced by suggestive questioning by a psychotherapist.

The second topic within the legal psychologist’s field of expertise is deception detection. For instance, legal psychologists may administer tests that provide information about whether a suspect, witness or alleged victim is feigning certain symptoms (e.g., post-traumatic stress or psychotic symptoms). They may also assess whether the conclusions from previous deception detection tests, such as polygraphs or verbal deception detection methods, are based on valid scientific methods.

Perhaps the broadest subfield of the NRGD’s assessment framework is the psychology of evidence and evidence-gathering. It includes an overall analysis of the evidence in a case and how that evidence was gathered. For example, the expert may analyse whether the law enforcement investigation suffered from tunnel vision or other cognitive pitfalls. However, this subfield also includes analyses of specific evidentiary procedures in a case, such as the implementation and composition of an identification parade (i.e., line-up).

The Guidelines
Both the content and the form of expert legal psychological reports can vary greatly, but this does not preclude the formulation of certain standards. Based on a consensus discussion with Dutch legal psychologists who are active as experts in courts of law, we have identified several elements that we deem essential for any legal psychological report. These elements are discussed in the Legal Psychological Reporting Guidelines, which are included in the Appendix. As indicated previously, these Guidelines are the result of an exchange of views between Dutch legal psychologists and legal scholars, which also involved recent scientific literature on expert witness reports. The Guidelines contain a checklist for legal psychologists to consult when writing reports. It is our hope that the Guidelines contribute to the quality and uniformity of expert legal psychological reports in Dutch criminal cases.

We regard these Guidelines strictly as a first step, rather than as a final product. As such, they will be subject to amendment, preferably on the basis of scientific argumentation. We intend to assess the usefulness of these Guidelines in future research. For instance, we would like to determine whether studying the Guidelines can assist Master’s students in writing a fictitious expert report. Should this be the case, it would be a preliminary indication of the usefulness of the Guidelines.

---

7. That is, provided that the recordings of the interview are available and useful. See R. Horselenberg, A. Vrededvidt & P.I. van Koppen, ‘Dutch police interrogations in practice’ (Nederlandse politieverhoren in de praktijk), AJB 2016/2222.
9. ibid.
Appendix

Legal Psychological Reporting Guidelines

Introduction
The following Guidelines were drafted to improve the quality of the reports written by legal psychological experts in criminal cases. The Guidelines were developed on the basis of a meeting between ten experts who regularly write or read expert legal psychological reports, mainly experienced legal psychologists. The meeting was facilitated by the Netherlands Register of Court Experts (NRGD). After the meeting, several other experienced Dutch legal psychologists and the Court Experts Board (College gerechtelijk deskundigen) provided written feedback on a first draft of the Guidelines.20

A thorough legal psychological report contains a clear analysis that is supported by scientific references applicable to the case in question. For every element of the legal psychological report, this document first outlines the considerations that led to the realisation of the Guidelines. This is followed by a checklist that legal psychological experts may consult when writing reports. The checklist is intended to serve as a guideline, not as a binding rule.

Assignment
A legal psychological report normally starts off by presenting the details of the assignment that the expert received, as well as who provided the assignment. If the assignment is not entirely clear to the expert, it is important that she21 contact the appointing party to clarify and, if necessary, to reformulate the assignment and questions. If the appointing party has posed a question that the expert is unable to answer, the expert should explain in the report why she cannot answer the question. In sum, the expert witness report should include the original assignment and question(s), how the expert interpreted the assignment and which questions were unanswerable and why (if applicable).22

All communication with the appointing party about the case must be recorded in the report. This communication could, for example, have transpired via e-mail or telephone. Especially if the content of this communication does not appear to be directly relevant to answering the questions posed by the appointing party, it is vital that the expert records exactly which information she has received. For example, if the expert is asked to assess the quality of a line-up identification procedure and the appointing party casually provides information about other evidence that has been found for the suspect’s guilt, that irrelevant contextual information might influence her judgment.22 Often, such influence cannot be entirely avoided, but the report must at least mention any information obtained that may have influenced the expert’s opinion.

Sources
The report must contain an overview of all source material that the expert has received from the appointing party or other parties. If the expert has not consulted all the case files she received for her report, a distinction can be made between consulted and non-consulted sources.21 The expert should adopt a proactive stance towards the documents she receives. If the expert believes that relevant documents are missing, she should contact the appointing party to inquire whether these documents are available. If the appointing party refuses to provide crucial documents, the expert can still decline the assignment. That could be the case, for example, when audio or video recordings were made of an interview, but the recordings were not provided to the expert. If certain documents are missing that the expert believes to be relevant, but not necessary, for her to perform her analysis, she must note this in the report. In that case, the expert can explain how the omissions limit her conclusions.

Expertise
In the report, the expert explains why she is an expert on the topic of the assignment. For example, she could refer to relevant scientific publications or previous reports on similar topics. The expert may also attach her biography or CV to the report. Finally, it is important that the expert states that she adheres to the NRGD Code of Conduct and whether or not she is registered in the NRGD.24

Case summary
Before describing the approach and analysis, it is useful to outline the essentials of the case. They briefly explain what the case is about, who the relevant persons are and when any investigative interviews or other proceedings, such as a line-up identification, were carried out.

Approach and analysis
The expert must clearly explain in her report which approach or method she has used. This explanation can be presented in a separate section prior to the analysis, or can be incorporated into the analysis of the case. Both the used approach and the analysis itself must be anchored in the scientific literature.

References
20. To improve readability, the legal psychologist is denoted as ‘she’ throughout the article. The reader should read this as ‘he/she’. 21. About the problems that may arise in this matter, see: W.A. Wagenaar, ‘The question asked to the expert’ [‘De vraag aan de deskundige’], in: R. Bullens (red.), Getuige-deskundige in zedenzaaken, Leiden: DSWO Press 1998, p. 47-59.
22. For instance, in reports about the reliability of statements it should not be necessary to consult autopsy reports of the victim.
In the majority of cases, the expert will analyse how the evidence fits into different scenarios or hypotheses. Often, the expert begins with two main scenarios, such as a scenario in which a child’s statements are authentic (hypothesis 1) and a scenario in which a child’s statements are fabricated (hypothesis 2). Gradually, the analysis can lead to other scenarios, for example that abuse did take place, but was committed by another perpetrator. The explicit articulation of alternative scenarios guards an expert against all kinds of cognitive pitfalls, such as affiliation bias. For example, a defence lawyer can unduly influence the expert by providing irrelevant contextual information, such as stating that the alleged victim often lies.

In addition to the main scenarios, most cases involve various local subscenarios. For instance, the expert who assesses the quality of a line-up identification could distinguish between two local scenarios. The first scenario could be that a witness recognised the suspect based on his or her memory of the incident. Another scenario could be that the witness selected the suspect from the line-up because this individual was the only person matching the description of the perpetrator.

The expert should also describe the specific methods she has applied. If, for example, she has administered a psychological test, she should explain why that test is useful for answering the question asked, what the outcome and associated interpretation of the test is and what the scope and limitations of that interpretation are. She may attach additional information about the psychometric specifications, the duration of the test, the assessment by the Dutch Committee on Testing (Commissie Testaangelegenheden Nederland, COTAN) and any other relevant data about the test.

The expert can also describe which measures she has taken to guard against cognitive pitfalls. For example, it is advisable to have a competent colleague critically review a draft version of the report. That colleague must pay attention to both the content and the readability of the report. This review process facilitates the identification of possible blind spots, problematic reasoning or partisan tendencies. If multiple people have worked on a report, it is advisable to specify which person contributed to which part of the analysis and report.

**Conclusion**

The conclusion - i.e., the answers to the questions that the appointing party raised - may be presented before the case summary, approach and analysis, but may also be included at the end of the report. If the conclusion is provided in the middle of the report, such as between the Expertise and Context headings, it is a good idea to summarise the main points of the analysis at the end of every report.

In the conclusion, the expert describes the results of her analysis. She summarises the main points of the analysis and explains how the evidence fits into the examined scenarios. The expert does not judge whether the suspect is guilty of the offense; after all, that ultimate issue must be left to the court. The expert can, on the basis of her analysis, make a judgment about the extent to which her findings fit the different scenarios and whether these scenarios are more or less likely than other scenarios. At the end of the conclusion, the expert once again presents the questions submitted to her by the appointing party, only now with the corresponding answers.

**Obiter dictum**

If, while conducting her analysis, the expert notices something that is not covered by the assignment but that is within her field of expertise, she may draw attention to this at the end of her report. If, for example, the expert is asked to assess the quality of a line-up identification, but discovers while reading the case file that a suspect or witness has been questioned in a highly suggestive manner, then she should indicate this in her report. This gives the court, the defence or the Public Prosecution Service the opportunity to investigate that observation further.

**Literature**

The expert must anchor her analyses in scientific literature. References to literature can be included in footnotes within the text or in a separate section at the end of the report.

**Appendix**

The appendix contains all relevant information that does not need to be described in the body of the text, such as the expert’s CV and specifications of the tests administered.

**Checklist**

*Recommendations marked with an asterisk apply only if relevant*

**Assignment**

- Write down the assignment as submitted to the expert
- Record all communication with the appointing party about the case
- Ask the appointing party how certain questions should be interpreted*
- Reformulate (portions of) the assignment to answerable questions*
- Explain why certain questions cannot be answered*
- Explain why a specific question has been referred to another expert*

---


26. This recommendation is based on primary and recency effects in memory: information presented at the beginning as well as information presented at the end is remembered better than information presented in the middle. See also J. Goodman-Delahunty & M.K. Dhani, ‘A forensic examination of court reports’, Australian Psychologist 2013, afl. 1, p. 32-40.
Sources
● Prepare an overview of the documents received
● Distinguish between documents that have and have not been consulted*
● Ask the appointing party for missing documents relevant to the analysis*
● Note which relevant documents were not available*

Expertise
● Explain expertise in relation to the assignment
● Include a biography or a CV
● Behave in accordance with the NRGD’s Code of Conduct
● Indicate whether expert is registered in the NRGD

Case summary
● Succinctly describe the case
● Introduce suspects, victims, witnesses and other relevant parties
● Discuss when investigative interviews and other procedures took place

Approach and analysis
● Refer to relevant scientific literature
● Explain which approach has been used for the analysis, such as the method of alternative scenarios
● Describe the analysis of the case
● Discuss the background, relevance, outcome, interpretation and limitations of any administered tests *
● Indicate peer review of the draft report*

Conclusion
● Summarize the key points of the analysis
● Analyse how the evidence fits into different scenarios
● Explicitly answer the appointing party’s questions

Obiter dictum
● Discuss important observations that are not covered by the instructions*

Literature
● Refer to scientific sources

Appendix
● A CV or expert biography
● Detailed information about any administered tests *
● Other relevant documents not part of the main text*